
 Pressed Steel Enamel Baths

Made in Germany



 Glazed 
titanium-steel 
alloy



For over 100 years BETTE has been perfecting the art of crafting baths to find 
the ideal material thickness of 2.4mm resulting in optimal heat retention. The 
BETTE bath is harder than marble, acrylic or engineered stone, but more 
flexible than cast iron, which makes it extremely resilient and resistant to 
scratching. The silky smooth surface, called BETTEGlaze is applied to the bath 
body in three ultra-thin layers offering the product its hygienic and non-porous 
nature which prevents any germs or bacteria adhering to it. Made in Germany 
in state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities, the outstanding quality of all BETTE 
baths is guaranteed for 30 years. 

Made of steel. 
The high-quality material is thin, 
yet extraordinarily durable.  



Dirt and bacteria are unable to adhere to the silky 
smooth, non-porous BETTEGlaze surface. This 
makes it highly superior to softer materials like 
acrylic or engineered stone.

The flawless BETTEGlaze surface is harder than 
marble, acrylic or engineered stone. It is almost 

impossible to scratch or mark during cleaning or 
even when bathing your furry pets. 

Thanks to BETTE’s special wet-in-wet process,
BETTEGlaze is particularly smooth as well as 
colour fast. Which means that even after many 
years, the surface will still be as bright and shiny 
as the day you brought it home. 

Hygienic No dirt rings

Scratch free Scratch resistant

UV resistant Forever white

 Durable & 
Sustainable
The flawless, silky-smooth BETTEGlaze surface is harder than engineered stone 
offering numerous unsurpassed benefits made possible by modern technology 
and German craftsmanship.



BETTEGlaze is very tough. It is resistant to 
chemicals including common household cleaning 
agents, cosmetics and bath additives. 
Even nail polish will not mark it.

The secret behind BETTEGlaze is the wafer-thin 
layer. Like glass fibre, it remains flexible enough to 
absorb hard knocks and resilient to withstand the 

usual forces that are prone to happen in any 
bathroom.

Together the thin steel-enamel material and the 
thermal air-insulation layer surrounding the bath 

offer the ideal combination to ensure the bath 
water remains warmer for longer.

BETTEGlaze is fireproof and non-flammable. 
Even a burning candle will not damage the 
surface.

Stain freeChemical resistant

Heat resistant Play with fire

Flexible and resilient Impact resistant

Warmer for longer Heat conducting





BETTEFORM
This rectangular bath with its simple ergonomic form 
is comfortable and big enough for unspoilt bathing pleasure.
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Code
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BETTESTARLET
Classic style exudes from this symmetrical oval masterpiece. Creating 
balance and appeal, BETTEStarlet’s deep dimensions and double-ended 
curves create the ultimate luxury bathing experience.
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Code CapacityLength Width Height
1450-000 1750mm 800mm 

800mm 
420mm 139ℓ 

164ℓ 1630-000 1800mm 420mm 





BETTECOMODO
The BETTEComodo combines geometric design with smart ergonomics 
and exceptional comfort. This bath is recognised for its perfect, 
oval design and generous depth.
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Code CapacityLength Width Height
1250-000 1700mm 750mm 

800mm 
450mm 155ℓ 

182ℓ 1251-000 1800mm 450mm 





BETTEONE
With its symmetrical cross-section, the simply beautiful rectangular
BETTEOne bath features a narrow 20mm edge and a wide 
all-round rim undelining its clear-cut purist design. 

Code CapacityLength Width Height
3313-000 1800mm 800mm 420mm 158ℓ 
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BETTELUX
The BETTELux bath is characterised by flowing natural design that 
is crafted from an organic basic shape, with extremely sleek 
outer 8mm rims. The spacious interior appears effortless in its perfection.
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Code CapacityLength Width Height
3440-000 1700mm 750mm 

800mm 
450mm 156ℓ 

185ℓ 3441-000 1800mm 450mm 





BETTELUX OVAL
The basic, organic shape of the BETTELux Oval has a natural flow,
complementing its distinct, concise design. The outer lines cleverly 
accentuate the soft interior lines of the bath.

590mm
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Code CapacityLength Width Height
3465-000 1700mm 750mm 

800mm 
450mm 150ℓ 

177ℓ 3466-000 1800mm 450mm 



BETTEFORM

Code
3710-000 1700mm 750mm 420mm 120ℓ 

CapacityLength Width Height

BETTESTARLET

Code CapacityLength Width Height
1450-000 1750mm 800mm 

800mm 
420mm 139ℓ 

164ℓ 1630-000 1800mm 420mm 

BETTECOMODO

Code CapacityLength Width Height
1250-000 1700mm 750mm 

800mm 
450mm 155ℓ 

182ℓ 1251-000 1800mm 450mm 



BETTEONE

Code CapacityLength Width Height
3313-000 1800mm 800mm 420mm 158ℓ 

BETTELUX

Code CapacityLength Width Height
3440-000 1700mm 750mm 

800mm 
450mm 156ℓ 

185ℓ 3441-000 1800mm 450mm 

BETTELUX OVAL

Code CapacityLength Width Height
3465-000 1700mm 750mm 

800mm 
450mm 150ℓ 

177ℓ 3466-000 1800mm 450mm 



0860 104 653
info@distinctcollection.co.za 
www.bette.co.za

@BetteSouthAfrica

@Bette_ZA


